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Good Morning.

I appreciate the invitation to

join all of you at this annual meeting of the Institute
for Environmental Sciences.
Basically, I want to discuss
morning.

tKO

things this

First, I'd like to give you sone general idea

of the administration's proposals faT a national energy
policy, and second, my own vie,,,, of the iT7lplications of
energy policy for the environment.
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O\'er the last year of higher oil prices, energy
cons ump tion has decreas ed by slightly more than t\\'o
percent.

That was the first tine since 1952 that energy

fise in the United States actually declined, and the
only difference between 1974 and 1952 was increased prices.
So we're confident that increased energy prices
'will prove effective in reducing the amount of oil
we import from overseas.

Faced with higher energy

prices Americans -- and again I'm talking about
corporations as well as individual consumers -- will
adjust their buying habits.

They will, in short,

consider the real value of the energy they use.
But higher energy prices are not the Khole story.
Granted, they will rise by roughly 530 billion dollars,
but that is the amount we expect to return to the
economy throug;l tax reform anc1 l'c:Dal.8s.
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This type of conservation cuts across the Khole
spectrum of energy use.

And its this :kind of broad

approarh that is necessary.
After all, about 38 percent of Anerica's use of
energy -- apart from that used by the utilities -- is
industrial.
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And, if you add electric utility

consumption, the total comes to more thall SO percent.
What's more, residential and commercial buildings
account for another 32 percent of our energy use,
We're convinced that more expensive energy means
more efficient usc in indu5trr.
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sure that the higher cost of energy '...-ill tend to 80re
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In the short-term, the environncntal cfi'c'c:.,. ;:.:
these proposals may be somewhat nixed, but the}',,:
would be some substantial gains in certain a1'e35.
For example, there should be a beneficial effect on
air quality with a decrease in the

of motor

Industrial pollution could also be

fuel consumed.
reduce~

a~ount

to a degree because of the economic incentive

to increase efficiency, while more efficient buildings
also promise gains for the environrlcnt.
Reduced imports also mean less tanker traffic,
and fc\vcr oil spills, "lhile a levelling of oil consumption
will stabilize'refinery production, and improve air
and water quality.
Coal will replace some of the
by the Administration's program.
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don't propose to expound on all of them, but I

would like to spend a few moments on several that could
have major environmental impact -- development of the
.~.

Outer Continental Shelf and the anendoents to the Clean
Air Act.
One of the most critical aspects of the Adninistration's
program is development of the Outer Continental Shelf
As you may know, the President has set a production goal
of a million and a half barrels of oil a day by 1985
from oes fields.
But, unfortunately, oil explera:.ion is an inexact
science.
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Granted, that event was tragic) but that tragedy
has to be considered in light of t1:.e
oil production.

hist~)yy

of offshore

A.Tld that context shO\\s that, by and

large, offshore production of oil has been anything but
an environmental catastrophe.
As of April 1972, some 14,000
1n Fsderal and state waters.

~·:ells

had been drilled

Of all those wells, only

t1'lenty-fi ve created pollution hazards from blO1voutS.
And exactly three were large enough to attract widespread
attention.
The fact is that offshore drilling technology has
advanced to the point where we can be reasonably confident
of erivironmentally safe operations.

We have the capacity

to minimize oil spills and to control them should they
occur.
The chief anxiety that
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Unplanned development has enor20US potential

£01'

the sort of "boom and bust" situation that characterized
the aerospace industry.

Many of you scientists and

engineers in the audience who enjoyed that bOOQ and
endured the bust know what potential there is for harm
in permitting haphazard development.
And that's one reason that coastal zone planning
is so important.
/,,-.

That's one reason ,·:hy the federal

government has increased funds for assistance to states
for planning and for environmental studies.
Still, there are some who object to any leasing
of the Shelf until the states have completed their
coastal zone management plans.
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can't agree 'I-i th

that.
For one thing, it penalizes the search for needed
energy supplies and ,','ould probahly set OCS procbction
b<:cck another five ),ears.
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Even production from the Outer Continental. Shelf -
once it starts -- will only

slo~

the rate of depletion

of our domestic oil and gas reserves.
relying on and developing other fuels.

We need to start
rhe most

important among them is coal.
However, there aren't too many places in the
country where you can burn coal.

This is one reason

why the Administration proposes to aBend the Clean
Air Act.

And for a moment, I'd like to turn generally

to some of those amendments.
As a result of the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1970, this country has made gl-eat progress in reducing

pollution from all major sources.

But since those

amendments were passed our situation has changed, and
changed radically.
For one thing
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\Ve are going to have to use less oil and more coal.
IImvever, this change in clllphasis ",:ill be substantially
thwarted by emission standards Khich must be i0posed by
the states during the 1975 to 1977 deadliile.

\\'ith

those limitations in effect, installations that are, or
could be burning coal would face ,·;hat \·;e'v e been calling
a clean fuels deficit.

By that I mean insufficient

supplies of stack scrubbers or low-sulfur coal.
Enforcing those standards, therefore, would mean

,/

less coal burned and more oil imported.

Because of

this we want to extend those compliance deadlines,
and permit the use of intermittent control systeAs
in areas wh~re the primary -- that is, the health
standards of the surrounding air can be reliably
maintained.
The result would be

grcR~er u~e
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manufacturers the greatest chance of success
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fulfi 11 ing the i r part of th e barga in, ,,;e are as king
for a five-year suspension of certain emission standards.
We've been assured by the industry that, under these
circumstances, the goal of a 40 percent increase in
,fuel economy can be achieved.
Again, this doesn't mean a retreat from environmental
goals.

Postponement will let us maintain the gains

we've already made.
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In fact, for some pollutants the

stRndards will be stricter than for the 1976 model cars.
But in addition to stabilizing the gains

~e've

made on air pollution, the amendments also mean
advancing the nation toward greater self reliance In
energy by saving more than a half nillion barrels of
gasoline per day by 1980.
And I might add that a half million
of gas 0 1 i n e in
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antagonism

between the drive for energy independence and the
effort to preserve environmental integrity.
What we want -- and what we have -- is a policy
that balances the energy needs of the nation with the
requirements of a hospitable environnent.

The time

is past when the nation can afford to concentrate its
efforts in one area to the virtual exclusion of another.
~-.

The environmental movement itself has taught us that.
We live in an incrcasingly interdependent society
where all issues meet in the quality of our individual
1 ives .

And given changing ci rCUf:1S tances, '\\'e mus t

condition our response to those issues, just as
adjust our lives to altered circumstances.
But ac1-justmcnt doesn't mccU1 renunciation.

Thanl( you.
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